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Abstract 
Reactor neutron environments can be used to testkcreen the 
sensitivity of unhardened commercial SRAMs to low-LET 
neutron-induced upset. Tests indicate both thermaVepitherma1 
(c 1 keV) and fast neutrons can cause upsets in unhardened 
parts. Measured upset rates in reactor environments can be 
used to model the upset rate for arbitrary neutron spectra. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Neutron-induced upsets are a matter of growing concern 

as the feature size in semiconductors continues to shrink. Pre- 
vious papers [ 1,2] have reported on mechanisms for thermal 
and fast neutrons to cause upsets in sensitive electronics. The 
neutron environment of concern for commercial parts comes 
from spallation neutrons resulting from cosmic ray interactions 
in the atmosphere. The traditional atmospheric neutron single 
event upset (SEU) test sources, such as the Los Alamos Neutron 
Scattering Center (LANCE) Weapon Neutron Research (WNR) 
facility [3], produce spallation neutrons by impacting high en- 
ergy (-800 MeV) proton beams on high-2 targets. Device SEU 
hardness levels can also be determined by testing at heavy ion 
facilities or screening at fission product sources [4]. The pur- 
pose of this paper is to explore the role and application of re- 
actors for neutron SEU testing. 

Reactors can produce neutrons in copious amounts which 
facilitates the rapid testing of semiconductor upset hardness lev- 
els. The reactor neutron spectra, however, do not extend up to 
the high energies (-100 MeV) that are found in spallation sourc- 
es. Figure 1 compares the low energy part of the atmospheric 
neutron spectrum with the neutron spectra from several reactor 
configurations. The low energy shape of the atmospheric neu- 
tron spectrum is seen to be similar to that from down-scattered 
reactor sources. This paper compares the linear energy transfer 
(LET) which can result from reactor neutron spectra and pro- 
poses a test methodology for identifying/distinguishing the ther- 
mal and fast neutron sensitivities of devices. Test results are 
provided for a variety of commercial SRAMs that range from 

older large-feature-sized intrinsically hard memories to state- 
of-the-art SRAMs with a small feature size and increased sen- 
sitivity to neutron upset. The experimentally observed upset 
rates and the characterization methodology developed in this 
paper can be used to predict device upset in other neutron en- 
vironments of concern to the users. 
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Figure 1: Neutron Spectra From Reactor and Atmospheric 

Sources 

II. NEUTRON UPSET 
Single event upset in semiconductors is produced when 

sufficient charge is deposited in a sensitive volume to change the 
storage state. Neutrons can cause upsets when the recoil prod- 
ucts in a neutron interaction deposit sufficient energy in the sen- 
sitive volume. Figure 2 shows the neutron energy dependence 
of the average recoil from the primary knock-on atom (PKA) in 
silicon interactions. The LET (represented here by the mass 
stopping power) is proportional to the local charge production 
by the recoiling atom in the media. Figure 3 shows the LET in 
silicon from the recoil of various charged particles and energies. 
The LET was computed using the SRIMlTRIM-96 code [5]. 
Figure 4 shows the average LET produced from the neutron re- 
actions in silicon as a function of the incident neutron energy. 

'Sandia is a multiprogram laboratory operated by Sandia Corporation, a Lockheed-Martin Company, for the United States 
Department of Energy under contract DE-AC04-94AL85000. 
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Boron is often present in semiconductors as a dopant, in a 
glass passivation layer, or as a contaminant material. Figure 2 
also shows the average recoil from "B(n,a) PKA. In addition 
to the recoil of the residual nucleus or PKA, charged particles 
from (n,p) or (n,a) reactions can also deposit significant 
amounts of charge. 
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Figure 2: Silicon and 'OB PKA Recoil Energy 
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Figure 3: Particle Energy Dependence of LET 
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Figure 4: Average LET of Reaction Products 
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A. Fast Neutrons 
Figure 2 shows that, in silicon, the PKA recoil energy is 

significant only for neutron interactions with an incident energy 
greater than -100 keV. The elastic, inelastic, (n,p), and (n,a> in- 
teractions can result in a significant recoil energy. The recoil 
energy is typically a distribution that is dependent upon the en- 
ergy and angle of the resulting particles. Figure 5 shows the 
PKA recoil energy distributions from elastic reactions and some 
charged particle reactions on silicon. Table 1 shows the LET 
and ion range that correspond to the energy and mass of typical 
reaction products in semiconductors. The ENDF/B-VI cross 
sections [6] were used to define the reaction probability. A 
modified version' of the NJOY94 code [7] was used to apply the 
reaction kinematics and to fold the ENDF/B-VI energy/angle 
distribution into neutron energy-dependent angle-integrated av- 
erage LET values for the neutron reactions. 

B. Thermal Neutrons 
Figure 2 shows that thermal and resonance energy neutron 

interactions on silicon do not result in significant recoil energy. 
However, boron is often found in and near the sensitive region in 
SRAMs, in a glass passivation layer or as the result of doping. 
Natural boron is 19.9% 'OB and 80.1% "B. The I0B(n,a) re- 
action has a very large thermal cross section that falls off as l/v. 
From the 2.8 MeV Q-value for the reaction and the kinematics 
one can show [8] that for thermal neutrons the recoil energies of 
both the resulting alpha particle (1.47 MeV) and the residual 7Li 
particle (0.84 MeV) are significant. A 0.478 MeV gamma-ray 
is emitted 94% of the time from the decay of the excited 7Li nu- 
cleus and accounts for the remaining energy balance. These 
particles and energies correspond to LETS of 1.18 and 2.22 
MeV/(mg/cm2), respectively. 

Upset thresholds in current commercial off-the-shelf 
(COTS) high density memory are often in the range of 1 - 3 
MeV/(mg/cm2), and thus thermal neutron-induced boron inter- 
actions are more than sufficient to cause upsets. The residual 

1. The NJOY modifications were relatively minor and only affected 
the HEATR module. The modifications will be provided to readers 
upon request to one of the authors (PJG). 



7Li particle as well as the alpha particle from the ‘%(n ,~ )~Li  re- 
action has a high enough LET to cause upsets in COTS S W s .  
If the boron is located in a passivation layer the longer mean free 
path of the alpha particle makes it a more likely source of upsets 
than the residual 7Li particle. 

Particle 
Type 
*‘Si 

Table 1: Recoil Particle LET Values 

Energy LET Range 
(MeV/(mg/cm*) (pm) 

50keV 2.35 0.43 
500 keV 
1 MeV 

2.81 1.92 
4.53 3.78 

4He 

‘H 

2 MeV 7.67 7.02 
1.5MeV 1.18 5.07 
4 MeV 0.71 17.23 
7 MeV 0.50 39.22 
1OOkeV 0.57 0.88 
5 MeV 0.06 213 

ID. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Figure 6 shows the test configuration used to gather the 

neutron upset data using the Sandia National Laboratories 
(SNL) Sandia Pulsed Reactor (SPR-111) reactor as a neutron 
source. Table 2 shows the measured upsets for a variety of 
SRAMs in various neutron environments with a V, of 8 volts. 

‘OB 
7Li 

100 keV 1.23 0.34 
0.8MeV 2.22 2.42 

The details of the neutron spectra, depicted in Figure 1, are de- 
scribed in Reference [9] and in internal SNL memoranda. The 
neutron environments were selected to vary the relative propor- 
tions of thermal and fast neutrons. There was significant upset 
variability between the various tested SRAMs and even be- 
tween different SRAMs of the same type. The “poly-2” envi- 
ronment corresponds to an irradiation environment with a shield 
of 8 inches of polyethylene between the reactor and the test de- 
vice. The “nb-poly-2” environment is identical to the “poly-2” 
environment except that borated polyethylene was used rather 
than normal polyethylene. Figure 1 shows that the neutron 
spectra in these two environments are nearly identical in the 
high and intermediate energy regions. The difference lies in the 
depressed thermal neutron population in the “nb-poly-2” envi- 
ronment due to the large low energy l/v absorption cross section 
from the boron. An inspection of the Table 2 column 6 mea- 
sured neutron upset rates in these reactor environments imme- 
diately highlights the importance of thermal neutrons in the 
observed single event upset rates. 
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Figure 6: Experimental Test Configuration 

100% ’ ni-poly-2 ’ 202.9 
100% novus-lead 21 6.7 
26% obshotf 5.304 

Table 2: SRAM Upset Results 

58.57 
139.7 
2.142 

p = 3.050~10-’3 
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The most likely cause [8, 1, 101 of this observed strong 1 

U ( E )  = c A O r ( A ) ( E ) c d E ’  dpf(E, p)g (E ,  E’)cr(E’) 
thermal neutron upset rate is neutron interactions with ‘?I3 in 
the SRAMs. The following section details the development of a 
methodology that attempts to model the effect of upsets from -1 r, A 

deposited charge due to recoils from both the silicon and boron (2) 
atoms near the sensitive volume. The typical approach has been where U(E) is the upset rate,  or(^) is the cross section for a re- to relate the neutron upset rate to the burst generation rate action “r” on target atom “A”. The LET of a recoil atom will (BGR) [l 11. The burst generation rate is the macroscopic cross vary with the media in which an atom deposits its energy. This section for neutron-producing recoils with an energy greater 

paper will always consider that media to be silicon. than some specified threshold energy. Since elastic, inelastic 
and (n,p) reactions in silicon result in PKA recoil atoms of sim- In general, if we know the upset threshold of a memory, 
ilar mass, the BGR method, still characterized by a recoil en- Equation 2 can be used to model the relative probability of a 
ergy threshold, has been applied to the total reaction probability particular neutron energy and particular interaction producing 
in silicon [ 12, 13, 141. However, when we consider the upsets an upset. If the upset threshold is expressed in terms of a critical 
from alpha particles and from the 7Li recoil particle from value, Lcrit, for the LET of the recoil particles, we can relate the 
“B(n,~x)~Li reactions, Figure 3 shows that the LETS from nu- upset efficiency of different reactions on different target parti- 
clei of equal recoil energy are not comparable. In order to put cles. 
recoils from different nuclei on a comparable basis we modify A number of assumptions need to be made if Equation 2 is the methodology by using the mass stopping power to convert a to be simplified so that it can be used to represent the trends in recoil energy of a specific mass nucleus into an LET. This mod- experimental data. Figure 3 shows that a particle LET can in- ified methodology is similar to the traditional BGR method ex- crease as it slows down. If we are concerned about a threshold cept that it corresponds to the macroscopic cross section for for upset then the maximum LET for any energy less than the in- neutron producing recoils with an LET (rather than an energy) cident energy should be considered rather than the LET for the greater than some specified threshold value. specific recoil energy. In this paper we will designate the LET 

of a particle with an atomic number of Z and energy of E as 
kQ. The maximum LET of a particle for any energy less than 

The neutron-induced upset is caused by the collected E will be designated as LjZ(E). The probability that a neutron 
charge from the reaction products. We can model the ionization interaction produces a recoil particle with an LET exceeding 
of neutron-induced reactions as: Lcit as it downscatters will be designated as #Lm(L‘Q, L,.J 

and is given by: 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

1 

r 

where D is the total ionization, E is the incident neutron energy, 
E‘ is the energy of the recoil particles, the summation r is over 
all reaction products and target atoms in the material of interest, 

ionization distribution, O,(E) is the reaction cross section, and f 

Since the range of charged particles is very short, a mod- 
ified form of Equation 1 can be used to approximate the charge 
deposited in the sensitive region of a memory. This application 
of Equation 1 ignores the details of the geometry of the sensitive 
volume and the time response of the memory. Because different 
target atoms have a different geometric location relative to the 
sensitive volume, we can define a target-atom specific factor, 
CA, and a charge-production factor that depends only on the re- 
coil atom and recoil energy, E@). The form of this charge-pro- 
duction factor will be developed in the following paragraphs. 
Using the form of Equation l ,  the number of neutron-induced 
upsets can be characterized as: 

where 

p. is the cosine of the residual particle, g is the secondary energy 

is the angular distribution. 

1 

!?,(E, Lcrit) = dE’ d p f ( E ,  p ) g ( E ,  E‘)L‘,(E‘, Lcrit; (4) I ,  -1 

From Equation 3 we see that the LET from different reaction 
particles are summed in this formalism. Since different recoil 
particles go in different spatial directions and have different 
ranges, their respective deposited charge may not be collected in 
the same sensitive volume, as is assumed in this methodology. 
The same methodology outlined here can be modified to incor- 
porate the opposite assumption, that is that different recoil par- 
ticles are treated as different reaction events. These two 
implementations can be expected to bracket how a real device 
would respond. A much more detailed device model that de- 
fines the spatial location of the sensitive collection volume and 
the location of any boron is required to make any more defin- 
itive statement about the applicability of these two limiting cas- 
es. 



Figure 7 shows the neutron-energy dependent LET gen- 
eration cross section, OzLET(L’ (E), Lc& for 28Si. Figure 8 
shows O z ~  (L’zQ, LCdJ for ’%. The LET-generation cross 

values less than - 3 MeV/(mg/cm2). 

To simplify Equation 2, we restrict our consideration to 
the silicon and boron target reactions. In the absence of specific 
device design and do ing information, we can consider all out- 
going particles from ‘‘E3 interactions with a given LET to have 
an equal probability of causing an upset. This assumption 
breaks down if upsets are caused by boron located in different 
geometric regions of the SRAM with different probabilities of 
passing through the chip’s sensitive volume. We make the same 
assum tion about silicon by modeling all outgoing particles 
from Si interactions with a given LET as having equal upset 
probability. In the case of silicon this is, in effect, an averaging 
over the possible geometric paths from the recoil particles that 
deposit sufficient energy in the sensitive volume to cause an up- 
set. 

section for FiT B has a l/v shape and is independent of the Lcdt for 
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Figure 7: 28Si LET Generation Cross Section 
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Figure 8: ‘OB LET Generation Cross Section 

In our reactor testing we can control and modify the ther- 
mal part of the spectrum by using cadmium or boron to absorb 

thermal neutrons, but it is very difficult to make significant 
changes in the fast (> 1 MeV) part of the fission spectrum. 
Since most low neutron energy upsets can be attributed to in- 
teractions with ‘?B(n,a)7Li interactions, we will refer to the bo- 
ron-induced upsets as thermal upsets. It is important to note that 
we are not just addressing actual thermal neutron interactions 
with a neutron energy near 0.025 eV, but low energy neutrons in 
the energy region where the ‘?B(n,a) cross section is the dom- 
inant mechanism. With this two component borodsilicon mod- 
el, the spectrum-averaged neutron upset rate can be represented 
as: 

where a and p are the relative upset efficiencies for boron and 
silicon-induced reactions in the device, 0 ~ 1 0  is the neutron 
spectrum-averaged oLETZ(L’(E), LCiJ for the ”B(n,a) reac- 
tion in a silicon matrix, and osi is the neutron spectrum-aver- 
aged LET cross section for a silicon reaction in a silicon matrix. 

A linear least squares analysis of the experimentally ob- 
served reactor upset rates can be used to determine the device- 
dependent a and p coefficients for various values of Lcdt. Table 
2 shows the measured and modeled upset rates for six tested 
SRAMs when an LET threshold of 3 MeV/(mg/cm2) is as- 
sumed. The quality of the fit and the fitting coefficients were 
found to be relatively insensitive to the values used for the LET 
threshold when those values ranged from 0.3 to 3.0 MeV/(mg/ 

For this analysis we have found it convenient to use the 
concept of a critical charge, and hence a critical LET. The lit- 
erature [15, 161 indicates that “the critical charge for a chip is 
not a single value, but can be affected by the pulse shape, circuit 
position on the chip, power supply voltages, temperature, and 
the manufacturing device parameter variations.” The charge 
collection volume in a device is both process and neutron-en- 
ergy-dependent and very little is experimentally known about 
the effective charge collection depth [17]. In a static RAM with 
active loads the outcome of apotential deposition event depends 
upon a race between the circuit feedback and the recovery time. 
Thus the collection time as well as the collection current is im- 
portant. There is an extensive bibliography on this subject [18, 
191, but for many devices, especially those with a large poly- 
silicon load, the collection time is much less than the recovery 
time and it is proper to speak of a critical charge in the cell. The 
normal manufacturing process tolerances produce a 2X varia- 
tion in a device critical charge [ 151 and modeling with the 
SEMM code [16] indicates that this may correspond to a 60X 
variation in soft error rates. 

Cd) .  

V. INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS 
The first thing that should be seen from the Table 2 data is 

the dramatic difference between the upset rates between the 
“poly-2” and “nb-poly-2” neutron environments. Figure 9 con- 
verts the data to a “per neutron” basis and emphasizes the de- 
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Figure 9: Summary of Neutron Upset Rates in Reactor Fields 

. ,  . .  - I  . 
3.24E12 0.083 73.31 0.0092 
9.43E11 0.050 1309.7 0.0069 

Before we can address the importance of thermal neutrons 
for other neutron environments, we had to apply the method- 
ology detailed in Section IV to these data. The data in Table 2 
represent the average over the number of parts tested, which 
ranged from one to five. The variation of the upset rate of a spe- 
cific device in a given environment was generally small (within 
50% for most cases, often less than 15% for high upset rate 
partdenvironments). A portion of this variation can be attrib- 
uted to the ionizing dose delivered to the part during the test se- 
quence. The variation in the upset rates for a specific device 
type in a specific environment varied considerably with the 
manufacturer (typically greater than an order of magnitude). 

The results in Table 2 correspond to the observed upset 
rate for a device voltage of 5 volts. A significant dependence of 
upset rate on device voltage was found during the testing. The 
5-volt data is modeled in this paper since it was the voltage level 
where we gathered the most data. The strong variation in ob- 
served upset rates indicates that different upset coefficients 
should be applied to different device voltages. This may indi- 
cate a dependence on the variation in the collection efficiency of 
the device with voltage. 

The agreement between the measured and modeled error 
rates in Table 2 is generally very good, especially when one con- 
siders the variation in upset rate between different parts from the 
same manufacturer. The importance of the boron in producing 
the upsets is illustrated in the Table 2 column 4 “Boron Upset 
Fraction.” We emphasize again that this “Boron Upset” rate 

A -  

nb-poly-2 
novus-lead 

atmospheric 

4.67E11 0.112 82.95 0.01505 
9.26E11 0.110 99.87 0.0125 

--- 0.25 66.04 0.0181 

VI. UPSETS IN OTHER NEUTRON 
SOURCES 

A. Reactor Spectra 
The device performance in an untested neutron environ- 

ment can be predicted by using the fitting coefficients from Ta- 
ble 2. The neutron spectrum-averaged modified BGR responses 
are calculated for silicon and boron in the reactor environment 
under consideration. Equation 5 is then used to predict the neu- 
tron-induced upset rate. 

The neutron spectra used to derive the boron and silicon 
upset fitting coefficients were based on a fit to a fast fission spec- 
trum (n-free-2), a down-scattered spectrum with a significant 1/ 
E spectrum component but no thermal component (nb-poly-2), 
and a down-scattered spectrum with the 1/E component and a 
large thermal tail (poly-2). These spectra represent the range of 
neutron environments that can be readily produced from a typ- 
ical reactor spectrum. If data are gathered from additional re- 
actor spectra, the data can be used to improve the fidelity of the 
least squares determination of the fitting parameters. Data in a 
14-MeV neutron environment and in a pure fission spectrum 
(without the 1/E scattering component) would improve the fi- 
delity of the data fits. The SPR-ID[ central cavity environment, 
depicted in Figure 1, is a reasonable representation of a clear fis- 
sion spectrum. 



B. Atmospheric Neutron Spectra 
The neutron environment of most interest to commercial 

non-radiation hardened parts manufacturers is the atmospheric 
neutron environment [20,21]. This environment is often re- 
ferred to as the cosmic ray neutron environment. The cosmic 
rays in space are 92% protons, 6% alphas, and 2% heavier atom- 
ic nuclei. Direct knock-on reaction processes of cosmic ray 
with the atmosphere produces high energy (10 MeV - 1 GeV) 
neutrons while nuclear evaporation processes produce neutrons 
with energies in the 1-MeV region. These neutrons are down- 
scattered by subsequent collisions with air molecules. The most 
comprehensive experimental values for the sea-level neutron 
fluence rate comes from Reference 20. The atmospheric spec- 
trum used in this paper comes from digitizing the 1030 g/cm2 
“Hess” spectrum from this reference. 

For this atmospheric neutron source the boron upset rate 
can be important. Less than 0.05% of the atmospheric neutrons 
are at a thermal energy of 0.025 eV or below and only 18% have 
an energy less than 1 keV. The Table 3 neutron spectrum char- 
acterization data shows that the atmospheric neutron spectra pa- 
rameters are not very different from some of the reactor spectra. 
When the Equation 3 formalism is applied to the SRAMs char- 
acterized in Table 2 for the atmospheric neutron spectrum with 
an Lcit of 3 MeV/(mg/cm2) (OB 10 = 66.04 b and osi = 0.01 8 1 b) 
we find that the six parts have a boron-induced upset fraction of 
19%, loo%, 64%, 4%, loo%, and 99%, respectively’. If an 
Lcit of 0.3 MeV/(mg/cm2) is used, the quality of the modeled 
upset for the Table 2 data is moderately degraded and three of 
the six neutron environments still show an upset rate predom- 
inately due to boron interactions. Thus the reactor testing data, 
when extended to the atmospheric neutron source, indicate that 
the boron-induced upset rate can be a significant contribution to 
the overall device SEU rate. 

C. WNR Simulation Neutron Spectra 
The WNR neutron spectrum is a very good representation 

of the atmospheric cosmic-ray induced neutron source for en- 
ergies from 5 MeV to 500 MeV [22]. However, at a neutron en- 
ergy of 1 MeV the differential number fluence differs by about a 
factor of 10 [22]. For lower energy neutrons (0.1 MeV to 1 
MeV) the WNR spectrum is flat [3] and significantly underes- 
timates the differential number neutron fluence seen in the at- 
mospheric spectrum. 

The authors have not been able to obtain detailed infor- 
mation on the WNR neutron spectra for energies less than 0.1 
MeV. Extrapolating from the published WNR data, it appears 
that while the WNR neutron spectrum is an excellent facility to 

1. The cross sections and LET response functions used in this work 
are only characterized up to 20 MeV, the ENDF evaluation maximum 
energy. When we apply this work to a neutron spectrum with a com- 
ponent greater than 20 MeV, all higher energy neutrons were rebinned 
into the 20-MeV energy interval. The work in Reference [14] indi- 
cates that this is a conservative approach and overestimates the impor- 
tance of the high energy neutron upsets. 

testhimulate the silicon-induced upsets, it may not be the op- 
timal facility to test the boron-induced upset component be- 
cause of the significant under-representation of neutrons with an 
energy less than 0.1 MeV. 

On a per neutron basis, the devices reported in Table 2 
have a comparable upset rate to the devices tested at WNR and 
reported in Reference [23]. 

VII. CONCLUSION 
Previous authors [8} have suggested that the thermal por- 

tion of the atmospheric neutron spectrum is responsible for a 
significant number of the observed upsets. This observation has 
been disputed by others [23]. This work has clearly indicated 
that low energy neutrons can be an important source of neutron 
upsets in COTS SRAMs. We have provided test data that shows 
the range of sensitivity of COTS memories to neutron-induced 
upset. These data have highlighted the importance of both ther- 
mal and fast neutrons in producing upsets in memories. A 
methodology has been provided that uses reactor test data to 
predict the upset rate of the memories from atmospheric neutron 
sources, threat neutron environments, and test environments. 

Future work should be directed towards confirming the 
correlation of thermal upsets with the device boron content. 
The best approach would be to fabricate an identical device with 
various ’% enrichments of a boron dopant. In addition reactor 
upset rates should be measured in the SPR-111 central cavity or 
in a 252Cf spontaneous fission environment. These environ- 
ments have very hard fission spectra and will allow the fitting 
methodology to better discriminate between resonance energy 
and fast neutron upsets. 
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